EAST  AGAIN
themselves and pray—so reverently and so happily that one
envies their simple faith and the comfort and resignation and love
that is born of it. Hard dry Protestantism may suit our Northern
races but these gentle emotional people of the Islands need more,
and they find immense consolation in the Church of Rome. One
has only to visit the Philippines to realise to how great an extent,
in spite of abuses inherent to the times, the three centuries of
Catholic control brought civilisation and culture to the' people.
Fellow passengers on board, residents in Zamboanga who were
leaving the ship at that port, took charge of me, and in spite of
the fact that they were returning home after an absence of some
weeks, and that their children awaited them on the quay in
transports of happiness, they sacrificed their first few hours of
homecoming to the stranger and drove me out into the country
in their car.    We visited the agricultural penal settlement of
San Ramon at an hour's distance from the town.   The extensive
coco-nut plantations are worked by the prisoners who enjoy a
considerable amount of liberty.    I spent an hour or two at this
most interesting settlement, with its school in which the men
are taught a number of trades as well as agricultural pursuits,
So successful has the system proved that the entire colony is
being removed to more extensive agricultural lands, and San
Ramon will be abandoned.   The prison buildings consist of large
isolated constructions in which the prisoners sleep, their berths
arranged one  above  the  other on  an  iron  framework.   The
cleanliness and hygiene appears to be as near perfection as could
be imagined and the men  have ample opportunity to take
repeated douche baths, a very necessary precaution in this hot
climate  and  one  that  is   much  appreciated.     These  prison
buildings stand in a well-laid-out garden, with wide paved paths
and beds full of flowers, which are grown and tended by such of
the prisoners as are not fit for the more severe occupations in the
fields and coco-nut plantations.   There is a permanent exhibition
of the work of the prisoners, where the objects are for sale, the
men profit-sharing in the results.    This penal settlement, and
others in the Island, are run by the Filipinos themselves and are
excellent examples not only of efficient administration but also
exhibit a wise policy in prison regime in Oriental countries.
Their object in the Philippines is to ensure that the necessary
curtailment of the liberty of the prisoner should result in no
physical or mental deterioration.    The Oriental is very sus-
ceptible to influences.   He is emotional and temperamental and

